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Silicon germanium technology is having a profound impact on the wireless and computer industries
due to the development of electronic components that are smaller, faster, less noisy and require less
power than conventional silicon technology [1]. This trend will most likely continue since the
fabrication cost of silicon germanium devices is nearly as inexpensive as for silicon and little
retooling is required. Along with the rapid development of the SiGe technology has come the need
to characterize the thin films used in the new devices. NIST is working with the semiconductor
industry to use electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), Auger analysis, analytical electron
microscopy (AEM), and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to determine the composition,
extent of heterogeneity, and thickness of industry-produced SiGe thin films on Si. These films will
become available to other laboratories for characterization as part of an “Interactive Materials”
reference program designed to share materials and analytical results among microanalysis
laboratories.
Three SiGe wafers sliced from single crystal boules normal to the growth axis were obtained from a
commercial source for use as reference standards. The extent of heterogeneity of these wafers was
evaluated with EPMA. The nominal compositions of the three wafers were 14, 6.5 and 3.5 atomic %
Ge in Si. The dimensions of each wafer were different and are listed in Table 1. A survey of the
heterogeneity of most of the surface of each wafer was needed before they could be cleaved into
smaller specimens. For the purpose of processing the data, each specimen was divided into
rectangular sectors, or samples (sizes in Table 1), excluding most of the extreme edges. Four or five
different points were sampled in each sector and x-ray counts were acquired three times on the same
point. Specimens were not carbon coated. Analysis conditions were 20 kV, 60 or 80 nA, and a
point beam. Five fixed spectrometers were used in the analysis. Si Kα was analyzed with TAP and
PET crystals (GP, gas flow P-10 detectors), GeKα with two LiF crystals (sealed Xe detectors), and
GeLα on TAP (GF). Count rates varied from as low as 2700 cts/s for GeKα to as high as 225,000
for SiKα on TAP for the Si(3.5)Ge wafer. X-ray counts from the five fixed spectrometers (two for
Si and three for Ge) were acquired simultaneously for 20 s or 40 s and were later corrected for
current drifts (usually less than 1% relative). These data (not background corrected) were processed
with a nested design analysis of variance procedure used previously at NIST [2,3]. Although this
procedure may be modified slightly in the near future, it meets our present need to express the extent
of heterogeneity for these wafers. In this procedure, a variance is calculated for the between points
component, for the between specimen (or sector) component, and for the experimental uncertainty.
These variances are calculated from the repeated readings taken from several randomly selected
points within each sample (or sector). From the known concentration of the bulk wafer and an
experimentally determined background (determined later for each x-ray line), an overall uncertainty
due to the heterogeneity contribution can be calculated for a group of analyzed samples. An
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expanded uncertainty (3σ) was calculated for the data acquired from each wafer. The values
obtained were less than 1% relative for the Si(14)Ge and the Si(6.5)Ge wafers. But for the Si(3.5)Ge
wafer this uncertainty was about 1% relative for Si and 3% relative for Ge. Results are listed in
Table 1.
Plots of the x-ray count data versus acquisition sequence for each spectrometer and of GeKα or Lα
counts versus SiKα counts confirmed as well that the Si(14)Ge and Si(6.5)Ge specimens are less
heterogeneous that the Si(3.5)Ge specimen. This latter wafer demonstrated a definite correlation
between the data from Si and Ge (as one increased the other decreased); in fact, plots suggested that
there may be distinct phases present since groups of points fell in clusters. Such an effect was not
seen for the other two wafers although the plotted data from Si(6.5)Ge wafer showed a greater
variability and spread in the data than was observed from the plots of the Si(14)Ge data. Straight-line
traverses were taken normal to one another at two different locations on each wafer. Each traverse
extended over 40 points that were 2 µm or 5 µm apart. These data also confirmed that the Si(3.5)Ge
wafer is more heterogeneous than the other two specimens and that the Ge and Si data is correlated.
The Si(14)Ge and Si(6.5)Ge specimens will be useful reference standards for analysis of the SiGe
thin films. To evaluate the meaning of the extent of heterogeneity observed here, control wafers of
pure Ge and Si wafers will be evaluated in a similar way. The Si(14)Ge and Si(6.5)Ge wafers will
be cleaved into smaller samples. Some of these samples will be reevaluated for microheterogeneity
with EPMA and analyzed for bulk composition by ICP-MS.
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Table 1. Heterogeneity Evaluation of SiGe Wafers

Si(6.5)Ge
Bottom

Dimension No Sects, Expanded Uncertainty (3 x σ ) due to Specimen Heterogeneity
and
No Pts,
% mass fraction
Sector Size No Rtps, SiK TAP1 GeK LiF2 GeK LiF3 GeL TAP4 SiK PET5
(mm)
Time/pt
20 x 11.4
12,4,3,
0.16
0.31
0.21
0.39
0.33
5 x 3.8
20s
15 x 8.3
4,4,3,
0.51
1.11
0.84
1.28
0.75
7.5 x 4.2
40s

Si(6.5)Ge
Top

17.2 x 10.2
7.9 x 5.1

4,4,3,
20s

0.38

0.97

0.63

0.67

0.58

Si(3.5)Ge

35.4 dia

4,5,3,
20s

1.13

3.05

2.95

3.20

0.80

Wafer
Si(14)Ge
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